Optokinetic, vestibular, and optokinetic-vestibular responses in albino and pigmented rats.
Horizontal eye movements and neuronal activity in the vestibular nuclei and pretectum were recorded in albino and pigmented rats in response to optokinetic, vestibular (VS), combined visual-vestibular (VVS) sinusoidal stimulations. 1. VOR slow phase velocity in VS condition leads head velocity. This phase lead is smaller in albino than in pigmented rats. 2. Presence of vision (VVS) improves the phase angle of the VOR in both strains, especially at low frequencies. In pigmented rats the VOR is perfectly compensatory with respect to phase at all frequencies whereas in albinos the eye velocity still leads the head velocity. 3. There is no difference in the response characteristics of vestibular nuclear neurons (VN) to VS between albino and pigmented rats which could explain the difference in their VORs. 4. In the pigmented rat, there is a strong optokinetic input to VN which provokes a shift of the response peak towards peak head velocity. These visual-vestibular interactions at VN level are in agreement with the changes in the phase angle of the VOR. 5. In albino rat, there are no differences in the response characteristics of VN between VS and VVS, thus the decrease of the VOR phase lead observed in VVS compared to VS is due either to visual-vestibular interactions outside of the vestibular nuclei or to some general arousing effect of light. 6. Recording of responses of pretectal neurons to visual stimulation in albino rats has shown that they are activated in a phasic or tonic way by light on ("On cells") or off ("Off cells"). Contrary to the pigmented rat, pretreated neurons in albino exhibited no detectable direction specific optokinetic responses.